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Original family recipes for the flavorful dishes and delicate desserts of traditional Greek cuisine,
spiced with interesting highlights on the island's national customs and culinary arts

“Hello Kitty is more charming and mysterious than I thought!.. an impressive feat.”—
BoingBoing “This book is perfect for that crafty Kitty fan in your life”—PopCandy “...seriously
adorable!”—Scholastic.comAbout the AuthorMei Li Lee is a Malaysia-based blogger and crafter
whose blog amiguruMEI has won a following of fans for its sweet, simple, and fun crocheted
craft projects, many of which feature characters from the world of Hello Kitty. She also writes
Craftypedia, a biweekly column for Malaysia’s leading English-language daily.
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The Complete Book of Greek Cooking: The Recipe Club of St. Paul's Orthodox Cathedral The
Complete Greek Cookbook: The Best from Three Thousand Years of Greek Cooking Best Book
of Greek Cookery



cafulghum, “Vintage read!. I have many wonderful Greek cookbooks, but bought this out of
curiosity! It was recommended as a great church recipe book from the 60’s. I found it an
interesting read, but not all that I expected.”

Janet Panos, “"The Art of Greek Cookery" is the quintessential Greek cookbook .... "The Art of
Greek Cookery" is the quintessential Greek cookbook offering recipes for authentic Greek
cuisine. The recipes are from Greek women who brought their family recipes over to America
when they emigrated here. Being married to a Greek for 50 years, I tested the majority of recipes
in this book during that time. When my original copy of this cookbook began to fall apart and
had too many dog-eared pages from over use, I was thrilled to find MY cookbook on Amazon. I
quickly placed the order and just as quickly received it. Thank you, Amazon.com for coming to
my rescue.  I can always count on you.”

Ebook Library Reader, “Wonderful book with all of the classics. This is a great book featuring
many classic Greek dishes and sometimes with several different versions/ methods of how to
make them. Recipes may need tweaking of the amounts to make them work and some don't. But
that's the fun in cooking new things. Book is from 1962 but is not dated, the cuisine has not
changed”

DVD watcher, “Solid book, good recipes. One of the best books out there. Many recipes have
several versions. Recipes can, and might likely be customized a bit to your own tastes through
the years, but this book is a great fundamental starting point.”

Heather, “Just like Yiayia's cooking :-). I LOVE this cook book! My Yiayia, who was straight out of
Greece and came to America through Ellis Island, had one and used it all the time, after she
passed away my cousin got her cook books so I searched all over for this one... all of the recipes
that I have had from it are delicious and everytime I make something from it it reminds me of
Yiayia :-)”

Hardy, “This is the Greek cookbook to rely on. I have had "The Art of Greek Cookery" for years,
and it is my all-time favorite cookbook. I've cooked more than half of the recipes, and every
single one has been a winner...not just good...really memorably delicious.Of all my cookbooks,
this one is the go-to for pleasing even picky eaters. The women of St. Paul's Greek Orthodox
Church have produced a treasure.”

Dante, “My Favorite Greek Cookbook. I knew nothing about cooking, much less Greek cooking,
when I bought this book some thirty years ago. However, I have always enjoyed Greek cuisine.
Over the years I have used many of the recipes and find them easy to follow and delicious. Most



of my Greek friends own this cook book and swear by it.”

lydx, “I had the book for many years and love many of the recipes. I had the book for many years
and love many of the recipes. I wanted 2 for both my new daughter in laws. They take recipes
from there all the time. Sadly I was only able to get one.”

The book by Lina Chang has a rating of  5 out of 4.7. 51 people have provided feedback.
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